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Dear Friends and Benefactors:
After an interval of ten years, we are once again sending a brief report to those
interested in our activities. This first issue will highlight just a few of the
important events that have transpired since 1960. (Some of these details have
already appeared in the history of the Library's first quarter-century published
in Vol. 1 of the new Marian Library Studies.)
'First of all in January, 1965, we moved from our two-rooms in the Albert Emanuel
Library into a building of our own. These new quarters and the fact that since
1961 we are an integral part of the University of Dayton's library system enabled
us to expand our holdings considerably. Since 1962 we have been investing heavily
in an important reference collection: sets of patristic literature, works on religious iconography (especially of the Russian and Byzantine schools), the history
of printing, various bibliographies, etc. Other parts of the collection have also
grown apace. We now have, for example, 17 incunables, many volumes (especially of
sermons) from the 17th century, over 250 Mexican works printed before 1821, and
coming down to more recent times, we have acquired at least 95%, of the Marian literature published between 1952 and 1957. Archival materials acquired include the
pictures, articles, and personal notes assembled by Maurice Vloberg, one of the
foremost experts on Marian iconography, and a similar collection of religious art
organized by Dr. Eugene Olivier (1991-1964), professor of anatomy at the Faculte de
Medecine in Paris.
To commemorate our silver anniversary (1943-1968), Father Robert Maloy, S.M.,
(director 1967-1969), commissioned Bro. Joseph Barrish, S.M., and Father Henry
Setter, S.M., to redesign the Marian Library Medal. The obverse side, with the
Greek symbol for "Mother of God" appears as part of our new letter-head. A gold
copy of the medal is to be presented every four years at the International Mariological Congress to the author of the most significant Marian work published since
the last Congress was held.
This year we began the mammoth task of recataloging our more than 30,000 Marian
books. Some 600 of our new cards with verified author entries and careful title
transcriptions and collations have been sent to the National Union Catalog at the
Library of Congress.
Gifts received this year include much source material on the shrine of Our Lady of
Beauraing, donated by Father Joseph Debergh, O.M.I.; the Marian books from the
library at Madonna House, Combermere, Canada, given to us by Father Eddie Doherty;
and finally books from the libraries of the Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
in Monroe, Michigan, and from the Dominican Sisters at Our Lady of the Springs in
Columbus, Ohio. Our volunteers continue the gift of their valuable time by adding
to our immense vertical file, registering the unbound materials on Marian shrines
in the Clugnet collection, compiling indexes to our many Marian magazines •.••
Our many resources have enabled us to compile bibliographies on Our Lady of Pontmain (centenary in 1971) and on our Lady of Pellevoisin (centenary in 1975),

provide information about a widely translated book on the Fatima apparitions,
supply material on Mary as Mother of the Church, xerox a copy of a beautiful
illustrated book on Marian flower symbolism .•.• We sincerely thank all our collaborators, who have such an important part in helping us fulfill our mission of
providing such material and service to those studying the Mother of Jesus.
We realize that in the present state of things, as indeed at all times in history,
the future of the Church and the true life of all mankind is in the hands of God.
But the plan of God is to save us by the Incarnation of His Son, born of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. It is encouraging to know that between 1958 and 1966 (nine
years that included the conciliar period of 1962-5) more than 8, 700 Marian books
and articles were published. Between 1967 and 1970 about 800 such works appeared
annually. The Mariologist Father Rene Laurentin is of the opinion that in this
abundance there is much of genuine doctrinal value, writings that are profoundly
biblical in their orientation, whose theology seeks to explore and bring to light
the traditional roots of the Church's devotion to Mary. And so we see the need
for a Marian Library, one which will develop into a center of Marian studies.
This is the ultimate purpose of our work here. With our newsletters we hope to
keep you in contact with these efforts and to establish closer relations between
our friends and benefactors and with the scholars and readers whom we invite to
use our resources.
Our future developments will take place in different quarters, for sometime during the Christmas holidays we shall be moving to the top floor of the University
of Dayton's ne~v library, which is now rapidly nearing completion.
Sincerely in our Lady,
The Marian Library Staff

Lf K ..... t.~, A.,
Rev. Theodore Koehler, S.M.
Director

